quarantine
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Squishmallows

MUST HAVES
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Among Us
I feel like most video games, especially Among Us, have
gotten more popular because of the need for people to
interact with one another without leaving home. With the lack
of social interaction during COVID, games like Among Us
have had their chance to shine. Its key premise is sort of
being as socially active as possible with trying to get
information and communicate with each other.1
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Elijah Johnson (12)
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Yerba Mate
0I really love Yerba Mate because there are so many different
flavor options. It has a ton of caffeine, so it energizes me, but it2s a
lot more fun for me to drink than coffee. I think Mac students love
it because it2s really easy to carry around, it looks super cute, and
it2s usually less expensive than a comparably good coffee. I feel
like the coffee at gas stations and regular stores where Yerb is
sold isn2t very good, so it's good if you want caffeine and don2t
have the time or money to go to an actual coffeeshop."

Hair claw clips

0I always felt like a classic low bun was a little
boring, so it2s nice to be able to spice it up with
claw clips. I love learning different ways to wear
them and seeing all the variety in shape and color.
They're just one of those trends that upgrade any
outfit."
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"I like collecting Squishmallows because they
are very cute and cuddly, and it2s fun to get all
types of different ones and name them.1

LED lights

Addy Merritt (10)

0I like how the TikTok lights can
change everything in my room to a
different color. Different colors help
me focus or go to sleep. I like how
I can change them depending on
what mood I2m in.1

Annabel Winter (11)
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Roller Skates
"The amount of tricks you can learn on skates are
endless. I2m really into learning how to jam skate right
now, but it2s definitely not easy. I really like roller skating
because it2s something you can enjoy as a group, and
especially in a pandemic it2s a fun thing to do while still
being able to social distance and stay safe.1

Olivia Linscomb (11)
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Tie Dye

0I really liked the tie dye trend this year
because it2s a cool way to show off my
personality. I feel like it2s also just a fun
activity to do with friends.1

Elanor Olsen (11)

Platform Converse

"I loved the platform Converse trend this year personally
because they are such a multipurpose trend! First off,
they make you taller, so you can tower over people, and
they also look super cool and give off super '60s vibes.
All in all I'd say they are one of the best trends."

Scarlett Houser (12)

Ellen Fox (12)

Isabella Dietz (12)
"A positive take away from this pandemic that I have is that I got to spend more time
with my family. In doing this I was able to realize how lucky I am to have family that I
enjoy hanging out with." Kate Boyle (10)
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